Office of Service-Learning  
Spring 2009  
Student Evaluation of Group Project

Course you are enrolled in: _________________________

Agency or group you did your project for: _________________________

Name of your client(s): _________________________

On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest, how has this assignment assisted in your:

Understanding of issues in your field of study
1 2 3 4 5

Critical thinking (problem solving, analyzing of issues)
1 2 3 4 5

Civic engagement (sense of responsibility in the community)
1 2 3 4 5

Cultural awareness (of people who are different from your demographic)
1 2 3 4 5

Career connection
1 2 3 4 5

Working in a team (confidence, leadership, communication, etc.)
1 2 3 4 5

On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest please rate the degree to which each of the following enhanced your experience:

In class discussion
1 2 3 4 5  not applicable
Regular conversation with your agency/client
1  2  3  4  5  not applicable

Conversation that took place among your class mates
1  2  3  4  5  not applicable

Internal reflection that took place while completing writing assignments
1  2  3  4  5  not applicable

For each agency or organization you worked with in securing your data, please identify the agency and rank them 1 (challenging) to 5 (highly cooperative) on how easy they were to work with:

Are there particular problems working with this agency/client that we should address for the benefit of future students?

Yes  No

Would you recommend this agency/client to another student group?  Yes  No

What would be the next logical step if another student/student group were to carry this project forward?

Additional comments or suggestions: